Ready for College?
All of these are available in the Teen collection on the shelves by the big windows.
DVD: The Toughest Test in College: Why Students Are Failing to Keep their Faith on Campus
(T-DVD 239 TOUGH) A powerful depiction of what students face in college, great to watch
together.
Preparing Your Teens for College (T249.7 CHEDIAK) Will my teens' faith
be strong enough to withstand the tests of college? Will they focus on their
studies or squander their free time? Will they form healthy friendships or join
the wrong crowd?

University of Destruction: Your Game Plan for Spiritual Victory on Campus
(T 249.7 WHEATON) Explores the three pillars of peril--sex, drugs, and
rebellion--most often encountered by college students, and offers advice on
developing a game plan to avoid the spiritual pitfalls'.
What’s Your World View? (T 239 ANERSON) For your teenager, a short, fun choose-your-ownadventure style book dealing with the implications of various basic worldview issues
Thriving at College (T 249.7 CHEDIAK) covers the ten most common mistakes that
college students make--and how to avoid them! The author leaves no stone unturned--he
discusses everything from choosing a major and discerning one's vocation to balancing
academics and fun, from cultivating relationships with peers and professors to helping
students figure out what to do with their summers.

How To Stay Christian in College (T 249.7 BUDZISZEWSKI) Discusses the foundations of the
Christian faith and directly addresses different worldviews and myths that students may
encounter at college, with straight-forward advice for a number of specific challenges.
Organized for easy reference.

Beating the College Debt Trap (T 249.7 CHEDIAK) This book gets into the nitty-gritty of
how to pay less for college, get meaningful work during college (while setting yourself up for
success after college), pay off any loans quickly, spend less, save more, and stay out of
debt for good. It also unpacks how to transition from college into career, honor God while
achieving financial independence, and use your finances to make a positive, eternallysignificant difference in the lives of others.

What They Don’t Always Teach You at a Christian College (T 249.7 ANDERSON) Advice for college students in
a wide variety of situations that they’re likely to face throughout college.
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